
Kwik Kopy Brisbane  
Customer Testimonials

What our customers are saying about us...



Introduction

At Kwik Kopy, our clients inspire us everyday to go above and beyond to find 
solutions that help them succeed in their business. From reliable business printing, 
poster and banner printing, creative graphic design or innovative online solutions, 
we can help you achieve your current and future business goals.

We regularly seek feedback from our customers and love to hear how we helped, 
and even where we could improve. These are some of the comments and reviews we 
received from customers over the last few years.

We have a long and thorough background in meeting the needs of Small to Medium 
businesses. For more information about our products or services and how we can 
help, talk to us today.
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So easy to order and quick to deliver and at a great price

 BellaH - Director

17/08/2019Great service

Great stuff we were rushing for time and they did more than what was requested to get a great 
result

 Johnny - Admin

17/08/2019
Great work flexible and provided everything 
needed

We needed some A0 posters prepared for a team session with the material prepared at the last 
minute.  The KKB team nailed the printing and we were able to pick them up before the sessions 
started.Thanks team KK

 PeterS - Director And Principal Consultant

16/08/2019Timely and good quality A0 prints received

Kwik Kopy Brisbane

I used Kwik Kopy services last month for a sign I needed urgently. The service 
was great and they did try their best to meet my needs, which they did! The 
final product was perfect too.

 Pial - Manager

16/08/2019Friendly and efficient“ ”
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new to using their service, been fantastic so far, Greg really good

 Mlanky - Num Community Palliative Care

16/08/2019Greg really helpful

Thanks to Jarrod and the Fortitude Valley team! Saved our bacon late on a Friday afternoon!

 John N - Sales Manager

16/08/2019Excellent!!

KwikKopy was excellent in delivering to my needs and requirements.  Their advice relating to 
design elements and content for the products was invaluable and the finished products were 
delivered on time, to specification and are of fantastic quality.  I’d recommend them anytime!

 Influencer - Managing Director

16/08/2019Great Advice!  Great Service!

Koby from Kwik Kopy always meets our printing demands especially our frequent last minute 
orders and requests.

 Aquila - Director

16/08/2019Exceptional service and product
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I have used Kwik Kopy many times, They are quick just like their name and the prices are good. So 
is the quality

 MichaelBF - Marketing Manager

16/08/2019Great service at Great Prices

You could tell the guy who helped me really cared. 

 Edenbutler01 - Videographer

22/09/2018Great fast service

We have used Kwik Kopy Brisbane 3 times in the last couple of months. Each time we were 
working to a tight deadline and internally had our own issues - thankfully you were amazing and 
really helped us out of a tight spot. Each staff member was professional and VERY helpful  - I was 
extremely grateful for their and patience. THANK YOU!

 RachelH - Key Account Manager

15/09/2018Excellent service and life saver!

I love coming to Kwik Kopy with my printing needs! I often require large jobs of different sizes 
and materials (e.g. coreflute, cards, posters) and always receive a high quality product well within 
my desired timeframes.  I usually deal with Koby and he does an awesome job at talking me 
through my options and helping to identify the right products for my business - he’s a great asset 
to Kwik Kopy!   Thanks Kwik Kopy :)

 Kassi - Marketing Manager

13/09/2018Great service and products

“ ”
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I ordered from Kwik Kopy Brisbane and was extremely pleased with their product and with the 
amazing speed of delivery.

 Kwik Kopy Brisbane customer - Change Analyst

13/09/2018Great service!

I ordered place cards on short notice. I received exceptional service and a high end, high quality 
product. I definitely recommend Kwik Kopy for all your printing needs. I will be recommending 
Kwik Kopy to my colleagues and friends.

 Sandy G - Events Analyst

13/09/2018Exceptional service and quality product

I needed to get some printing done for our investment forums and the service from Kwik Kopy 
was awesome, efficient and very professional and great turn around time

 Mel58b 

13/09/2018Great service

I have been using Kwik Kopy for a short time and am so happy that I have found them! I am 
able to arrange all of my printing needs within a matter of minutes and all of my products have 
arrived on time, as described and with no errors. Their attention to detail and customer focus us 
commendable. Thankyou so much!

 StaceyMarie - Office Manager

13/09/2018Easy and great Customer Service
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The work I provide to Kwik Copy I am always very satisfied with. For me personally, it’s all about 
customer service and being felt like someone can deliver the right solution or provide a service 
that goes above my expectations.

 Lisa101 - Customer Relationship Manager

13/09/2018Fast and always efficient

The staff at Kwik Kopy have been quick to respond to my query and have met our pritning needs 
and expectations.

 Cath123 

13/09/2018Efficient and great customer service

We order around 100 sets of business cards every year and service and quality is perfect every 
time

 Tim Rub - Manager Projects

13/09/2018Great service everytime

I have used Kwik Kopy several times over that past few weeks, always 
with last minute requests for urgent printing and everytime they deliver 
on time, if not sooner!! 

 FGal - PA

13/09/2018Smashing expectations!“ ”
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I recently used Kwik Kopy in the Brisbane CBD to print a large quantity of documents, and it was 
quite urgent. Not only did they do so obligingly, they delivered the proof to my office and waited 
as I check it. The service was second to none.

 AMGSuper - Manager; Product And Strategy

26/12/2017Fantastic Service

Always deliver. Only printing company I trust on tight deadlines.

 Roisingrace - Marketing Coordinator

18/12/2017Extremely helpful staff.

Dane is always so patient and helpful with providing advice and referrals when needed.  He never 
says no to our always tight timeframes and has never let us down by missing a deadline. Pricing 
competitive and quality of work is high.

 CarlyB - Principal Communications Advisor

14/12/2017Always so helpful, accomodating and patient...

Had some very old plans to try and get scanned. wasn’t an easy job, they did it perfectly.

 Ryan meffan - Contracts Manager

14/12/2017Excellent service with knowledge
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I urgently needed some printing completed to get our venue opened and the quality of service 
was outstanding.

 Gleeka - Functions And Marekting Manager

14/12/2017Outstanding service

Just for a change, we were on a tight deadline to get our Christmas cards printed this year, Kwik 
Kopy were so accommodating and helpful, and also met with me to show me samples of different 
paper types to ensure we were satisfied with what the end product would be. Special thanks to 
Jarrod for taking the time to translate printing terms to someone who is generally digital only :)

 EmmaH - Digital Marketing Manager

14/12/2017Kwik Kopy restored Christmas cheer

excellent service and assistance in creating my work of art. good suggestions along the way. 
The only part that I would wanted some guidance or a suggestion was about the hole in my 
paperwork en binding this with rings. When making a puncture near the side of the paper, it can 
tear very easily. This needed to be supported by an extra plastic or cardboard clip or something 
so the paper doesn’t tear. Not sure if you guys do this, but it would be good if you let your 
customers know. and have some upsell opportunities.

 Maxvanderwal - Sales

14/12/2017Awesome prints!

Koby and his team helped us out for the print out of 100 A2 size glossy posters. They handled all 
my requests on-line and very efficiently, even helped me out by packing them separately for ease 
of distribution. Very good customer service.

 Noyan - Hsse Advisor

14/12/2017Posters for Shell Brisbane office
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I dropped in to get some binding done.  Everything was taken care of efficiently and the staff 
were super friendly.  Even though my job was small, they treated it just like any of the other 
larger jobs we get done.  I would say based on this experience Kwik Kopy really appreciate their 
customers - so thank you!

 Maddog - Project Manager

30/10/2017Awesome!

I initially contacted Kwik Kopy in mid September to organise a logo for my business. With a 
background in education this was my first experience with advertising. The design team were 
very helpful with the initial groundwork to help come up with a logo that best describes our 
small business

 JacquiN - Specialist Teacher

30/10/2017Professional logo design

I appeciated the courtagous and friendly service by the 3 staff I encounted.

 Dela - Business Cards

30/10/2017Great service

I had to print in a short time a lot of documents for business purposes while i was in the Northen 
Territory.Kwik Kopy nailed it, definitely recommend themThank you :)

 Fanny - Administration Executive

25/10/2017Great service and customer Service
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We had an ongoing request for some tender documents which was an on-again- off again job - 
but Kwik Kopy had no problem with that and worked with us to achieve a good outcome - and 
when it did eventuate the job (after some further edits :)) was done extremely quickly with high 
quality output.  Even an issue with the invoice was quickly corrected with a telephone call (not 
an email) which was appreciated.

 Kwik Kopy Brisbane customer - Marketing Production Team Leader

23/10/2017Quick and efficient service

I needed to arrange a pocket size contact card with many telephone numbers and addresses and 
Kwick Kopy Brisbane has offered me a very compact and smart solution. All my staff at work was 
very satisfied with the product. Thank you

 Larisa2017 - Apac Partnership

23/10/2017Quick and very professional service

The team at Kwik Kopy always accommodate my print requests no matter how big or small and 
do so without question to turn around jobs quickly and efficiently (especially when I call them 
last minute!) Thanks guys - you are awesome!

 Janis - Business Development Associate

23/10/2017Exceptional Service

I emailed Kwik Kopy Brisbane early hours of a Friday morning requesting a print job and they 
obliged and had it delivered to my hotel by that afternoon.  Service was absolutely fantastic.

 Kate4670 - CEO

23/10/2017Fantastic service
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Log printing request via email and always have an close to immediate response with ETA etc.

 Maureen - Admin Manager

23/10/2017Great service and communication

Printed exactly what I wanted, how I wanted and within the time frame I needed. Such a great 
job. Thanks

 LeighMeyersPhotography - Owner

21/10/2017Great service

Always on time for anything required from the company and accounts department are wonderful

 Heli - Reception Administrator

21/10/2017The best

We used Kwik Kopy Brisbane for the first time recently and had a great experience. The team 
were extremely helpful and went above and beyond to ensure we got our product fast. The price 
is also very reasonable. We are now using Kwik Kopy for our professional printing requirements 
and could not be happier.

 StephK - Marketing Manager

18/04/2017Amazing customer service, price & speed!
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Had an order last minute before Christmas, the team were great help in getting this done quickly!

 Aom1 - Admin

3/04/2017Great Service

Quick turn around of high quality products. Contacts were also very responsive and 
accommodating.

 Patrick123 - Marketing And Bd Assistant

2/04/2017Timely turn around of high quality products

Items that I ordered are always provided quickly and the staff are always friendly

 MFuller - Accounts Clerk

23/03/2017Fast service

I got what I needed fast, good quality and no fuss

 Rowan - National Operations

23/03/2017KWIK by name and KWIK the service was
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We needed a large quantity of construction drawings printed and punched in a hurry and the 
team at Kwik Kopy in the CBD we extremely helpful and got the drawings to us by the short 
deadline.

 DarrenB - Senior Project Engineer

23/03/2017Great and fast service

My work decided at the last minute that we needed some A0 size posters for a presentation to a 
client. It was 4pm and I needed the product asap. I didn’t have much faith that I could make this 
happen but I rang my local Kwik Kopy anyway and they were able to do a quick turnaround for 
me, which saved me and the presentation. They even delivered the posters to my office!

 Cat123 - Analyst

23/03/2017
Great service when I asked for last minute 
item

good product, great service and advice. job done quickly.

 Peterc - Managing Director

23/03/2017good service, great advice

The order arrived so quickly and was exactly what I wanted!

 KatG - Senior Advisor, Hr Programs

23/03/2017Speedy service and perfect result
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The Kwik Kopy staff on Queen Street, Brisbane were absolutely brilliant to work with, they 
catered to our changes as much as we needed and were very patient with us.

 Chantal44 - Courses Officer

23/03/2017Great service

We use Kwik Kopy for all of our business needs and find the service exceptional and the product 
speedy and exactly what we ordered. Very happy with the service and would highly recommend 
Kwik Kopy.

 HFrench - Corporate Services Manager

21/03/2017Always fantastic service and perfect product

Greg in Brisbane never lets me down! Amazing work.

 Rebecca1994 - Marketing Communications Graduate

21/03/2017Amazing service and impeccable printing!

I’m in Sydney but we do get the occassonal job for delivery in QLD. I sue the Queen Street office 
and they are always prompt and helpful.

 Sydney Designer - Graphic Designer

21/03/2017Brisbane Queen Street = Print Heros
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I recently had stickers printed at Kwik Kopy in Queen Street. The turnaround was super fast, and 
the overall quality outstanding. I always find the team there helpful in all aspects.

 Lmcnally - Communications Manager

22/03/2017Fast turnaround, Great quality!

We use Kwik Kony for our plan printing. They’re allways ready on time and great quality.

 Glennj76 - Supervisor

21/03/2017Amazing service

Needed wide format printing done at last montane Ashley’s team made it happen

 Kpstrongadvice - Director

21/03/2017Last minute exceptional help

I frequently have to use Kwik Kopy to print proposal covers for work and its usually in a very 
short time frame that I need the printing done by. The staff are always super communicative 
with me and can usually do same day turn around time which is just great for me. Never have a 
problem - would certainly recommend if you have a printing emergency!

 Kwik Kopy Brisbane customer - Executive Assistant

17/11/2016High quality and fast turn around every time.
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Kwikkopy Brisbane went above and beyond - I had to order collateral for a work campaign at 
the last minute and Kwikkopy Brisbane were able to meet every need and request I had. I even 
reached out to them to service my other sites in Melbourne which they also were happy to do.

 Treza - People Engagement Lead

13/11/2016Wonderful Service and fast delivery

I have utilised the services of Kwik Kopy over the last four years to support our many advertising 
campaigns and have always encountered excellent service from the initial phone call right 
through to the prompt delivery of a high quality product.  It is great to know that professional 
customer service still exist in today’s world.

 Team Stevo - Operations Manager

8/11/2016Kwik Kopy Banner Advertisement

We needed a short-run of boards printed for presentation with a short turn around, Dane was 
excellent. Organised interstate we needed a printer we could trust that was low touch on the 
ground. These guys were great, Dane in particular.

 Pecare70 - Bid Manager

8/11/2016Responsive, clear, and deliver on promises

Dane was amazing from start to finish with his customer service and 
delivering on time frames.

 
 MattyK - Trainer

8/11/2016Great Service and Response Time“ ”
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Love Mark and his team for always helping us to get our printing done within the tightest 
deadlines and yet still wowing us with the quality!

 Katjlt - Designer

8/11/2016No job is too big or small!

I’ve used KwikKopy on a number of ocassions and I am really glad I did. Their staff are always 
willing to assist me with any enquiry I have and the quality of their products are great. Thanks 
KwikKopy for making all our marketing content look great!

 Elle340 - Marketing Assistant

8/11/2016Always a pleasure

Needed some large printing completed in a really short turn around and 
Kwik Kopy provided everything I needed!

 Donelle - Personal Assistant

8/11/2016Exceptional service and timing!

Printing material for a conference, quick, good quality and good price

 Caro10 - Software Coordinator

28/10/2016Great service and really good quality

“ ”
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We had a rush job to do so I contacted Kwik Kopy and Greg listened to what was required then 
arranged everything quickly and accurately with his usual aplomb and big smile.  Thankyou Greg

 Karen Weir - Corporate Administrator

28/10/2016Great service, qucik and reliable

Outstanding customer service and excellent turnaround times

 Melinda Mataora - Team Assistant

19/10/2016
Always can rely on Kwik Kopy for their great 
work

We had a large banner printed recently for work and service was fantastic!! Quality of work was 
also great and had many great comments around the office! Will definitely be back.

 Tan0000 - Project Controller

19/10/2016Review on service for office banner

I use Kwik Kopy at least once a month and it often seems to be an emergency of some sort.  They 
always do their best to accommodate and still provide us with quality end result.

 Billie B - Administration Officer

18/10/2016Great customer service and end product
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Recently, I urgently required some documents to be trimmed to a specific size and upon 
enquiring with Kwik Kopy Brisbane, was informed it would be no problem.  Having rushed to the 
store, the helpful gentleman quickly took to task and within 5 minutes the job was completed to 
a high standard.  The trimming was perfect and exactly to the dimensions we required.  This was 
the 2nd time in a week we utilised Kwik Kopy and I can highly recommend them for their quality 
of work, customer service and speed of completion.

 KittyBonsai - FPO

18/10/2016Urgent trimming of documents - A+

Dane Kivela has looked after us at Reed Property Group  professionally and patiently as we 
hummed and arrhhed.  We wouldn’t go anywhere else.

 Monkey - Admin Assistant

18/10/2016Excellence service.

Kwik Kopy liaised between offices to sort out my query, nothing was too much trouble and 
response times were really quick. They took my problem and created a solution.

 OfficeManager - Administrative Officer

18/10/2016Great Service, Quick Delivery

Our office is above Kwik Kopy on Queen street, and we needed a VERY last minute large print 
done. I raced down and was met by Mick and he said no worries - email it through to my direct 
inbox and i’ll have it done. It was done in less than 10 minutes, and the price was so great. Loved 
it!

 Sala - Social Media Manager

18/10/2016Mick is a legend!
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We deal with Mick at Kwik Kopy in Brisbane every year and Mick does a fantastic job and i would 
highly recommend dealing with Kwik Kopy and Mick

 Beeker - National Technical Manager

18/10/2016Excellent Service

I approached Kwik Kopy in short notice to complete a very urgent job printing request and with 
no hesitation they were really understanding and supportive they got the request done on time 
and I was so thank ful.

 Joey - Printing Co-Ordiantor/Mutlimedia

29/08/2016Great Prompt Service

My requests are usually last minute from my managers, and Dane and the team in CBD always do 
their best to deliver, and have never let me down. The team in the CBD store are always helpful 
with advice, quick to respond to requests, and are friendly and professional.

 Deby - Personal Assistant

29/08/2016Helpful advice and great service

I contacted for a quote on a large number of stickers, received the quote within a few hours and 
was able to have the large order underway and ready within a week when we were expecting a 
large timeframe. Was great service and nothing was a hassle for them.

 SofieMBM - Nutritionist

18/08/2016Great service and products
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We had a tight deadline for a number of different items. Our order went from 0 to done with 
kwickkopy quickly and easily. The finished product was of a high quality. KwikKopy will be used 
again.

 Joel Luther - Customer Succsses Manager

18/08/2016Great product, quick turn around

Great experience from the team at Kwik Copy Queen St, Brisbane.Prompt quote, production, 
delivery and competitively priced.As an overseas based company, we had the confidence the job 
would be done right.

 RalphH - General Manager

18/08/2016Perfect job, delivered on time.

Kwik Kopy was recommended and very glad that I meet with them.

 Archie - Personal Assistant

18/08/2016Great service and assistance

We used Kwik Kopy to help us design and produce new business cards and letterhead for our new 
business. We found them friendly, fast and well priced. Cant ask for more than that!

 Lmra - Director

2/08/2016Very helpful with new letterhead design
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Visited Kwik Kopy about 1-2 months ago, this was how i felt:-*Fast service *Good quality end 
productTo be honest, at the beginning I wasn’t sure if in going to get what i want.  However now 
i know, Kwik Kopy knows what they are doing and had very competent staff.  Very happy with 
service and product!

 Rick - Director

1/08/2016Fast service and good product

We were looking at printing off some business card size cheat sheets, Mick was 
really helpful in explaining the product types that were available.

 MelJ - Program Officer

1/08/2016
professional, helpful and friendly ser-
vice

We ordered new business cards.  When they were delivered they had a typo on them.  I rang to 
inform the Manager who was polite and had them reprinted and delivered by the very next day.  
Excellent service!

 Kwik Kopy Brisbane customer - Administration

1/08/2016We ordered new business cards with ease

KwikKopy is efficient, helpful and good quality. I couldn’t have asked for better collateral printing 
for my company. We’ll be sure to use KwikKopy for all our printing needs!

 Rebecca1994 - Marketing Communications Graduate

21/07/2016Amazing service and products!

“ ”
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Our firm has been using Kwik Kopy for producing business cards for approximately 6 months. 
Mick and his team are fast in response and the product is to us quickly and great quality.  
Extremely happy with the service!

 Ash3015 - Office Manager

21/07/2016Great and speedy service

quick turn around and the product was delivered to the office

 GTclient 

21/07/2016Great service

We use Kwik Kopy to distribute all our updates to stakeholders.  That requires Kwik Kopy to print 
and send updates ranging from a few pages to 20+ pages, being sent to up to 1,000 stakeholders.
Instructing them is simple and straightforward, and no deadline is too tight.  It’s easy!!

 Jason Bettles - Owner

21/07/2016
Easy to deal with, on time; what more do you 
want.

Ordered business cards from Kwik Kopy and they arrived faster than I expected and were perfect. 
Excellent quality

 HFrench - Corporate Services Manager

21/07/2016Quick and Perfect
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Received our order basically overnight! Well priced and fantastic customer service.

 Kwik Kopy Brisbane customer - Admin

21/07/2016Super fast service

I’ve used Kwik Kopy twice since starting with this Company. Both times for business cards, and 
both times the service has been incredibly prompt, professional and helpful. I’d definitely use this 
Company again.

 MFlano - Community Liaison & Comm Manager

21/07/2016Helpful service and great products

Kwik Kopy are always very helpful and prompt with their deliveries

 Janine - Admin Officer

21/07/2016Excellent service and great range of products

The Brisbane City team completed the job on time and in the manner that I seeking. The only 
component missing was some warmth from the team: no smile, no joy, didn’t use my name, no 
happiness....which is a shame.

 Kwik Kopy Brisbane customer - Owner

21/07/2016Fast service, but without the hint of smile
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Always polite staff,prompt quotesExcellent quality prints

 Lexi - Accounts Manager

6/06/2016Always prompt and good quality print

I’ve had a few emergencies over the last 2-3 years and they’ve alwasy stepped up for me.  
Sometimes when your in a rush, you’ll jump on the plane without something and I’ve found them 
to be a wonderful help with great quality as well.

 Angie1 - Owner

6/06/2016Always willing to help out at short notice

Our company, Brisbane Marketing, has been working with Kwik copy for a few years and they 
have been really easy to work with. Great service and good products. I have recommended to 
others since then.

 Christine - Executive, Talent Skills & Study

5/06/2016Great service and good quality of products

After contacting a few different printing companies, we found Kwik Kopy to be very reasonably 
priced, but their service is outstanding. Kwik Kopy give us immediate responses, great quality and 
quick production, delivering our prints the same day.I highly recommend using Kwik Kopy for all 
your printing needs.

 Kelly - Asset Manager

25/05/2016Great service, Great Prices & Great Quality!
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We have worked with Kwik Kopy for over a year now and find they are willing to go above and 
beyond with any of our requests. Should we require anything short lead they do a great job in 
getting it done and sending out all of our collateral as per our requests. They have a great team 
and I have enjoyed working with this company!

 Emily - Sales And Events Coordinator

25/05/2016Awesome Service

Proffesional and on time! Very good and friendly service

 Marika - MD

16/03/2016Good and a proffesional Company

I use Kwik Kopy for almost all my printing requirements, and not once have they ever provided 
me with an inferior product or gotten it wrong! The people, service and attitude is amazing. The 
guys in the city office are amazing.

 Ludix - Creative Director

16/03/2016Great people, great service, great product

Have been in contact directly with Jarrod re our Department’s forms. Exceptional service and 
professionalism.

 Aries - Document Legalization Unit Manager

9/03/2016Efficient service and accurate product
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Excellent service and product experience for me.Professional advice over the phone, ease of 
placement of graphics and a quality product delivered on time and at a fair cost.Thank you!

 Grant - Consultant

7/03/2016Excellent experience!

I’m based overseas, so all requests are done by email and occasionally a telephone call if I need 
something special. Fast, accurate, all-in service including mail-merge, and very professional. 
Nothing is a problem, even when I’m being difficult.

 Charlie - Editor

6/03/2016Fast, accurate, all-in service incl. mail-merge

I ENJOYED AN EASY TO USE SYSTEM ,VERY DETAILED SELF EXPLAINING ,QUICK DELIVERY TIMES

 Tessa - Trainer

7/03/2016
VERY GOOD LAYOUT ,EASY TO USE & QUICK 
SERVICE

From the time I spoke to Brian at Toowong Kwik Kopy I felt relaxed about the product and 
service - and my faith is justified each time I place an order. He is personal in his approach and 
professional in his work.

 Trekmate - Newsletter

7/03/2016Great customer service
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Efficiency and promptness are crucial to my business. I have found Kwik Kopy to be just that. 
They’re helpful, reliable, and speedy, always delivering top quality results. I have recommended 
them to lots of people who are equally as pleased with their service.

 Georgie P - State Marketing Consultant

7/03/2016Fantastic service

I emailed through a PDF and the next day I had a finished product on my door step.

 Busnav - Commercial Manager

7/03/2016Super speedy service

I have used Kwik Kopy on a couple of occasions and I was really happy with the prompt service 
and quality of the work

 Brisco - Office Manager

4/03/2016Great prompt service

Ordering process can be a bit confusing to start with but ok now, order delivered in under a week 
very happy

 Paddington - Technical Trainer

10/01/2016Very quick very happy
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I have ordered many printed materials through KwikCopy and the service I have received has 
always been friendly and professional.

 SarahC - Team Administrator

21/12/2015Exceptional customer service

Our Account Manager is Greg Young who is wonderful, and always helpful with our strange 
requests such as splitting orders with different designs. He is fast to follow up everything, and 
always ensures we receive our orders within the next 48 hours!

 Kwik Kopy Brisbane customer - Marketing Communications

10/12/2015Helpful service!



Contact us today to find out how 
we can help you.

www.brisbane.kwikkopy.com.au


